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Futurist Ian Morrison

Futurist Ian Morrison highlights the urgent

need for innovation in healthcare.

Futurist has dire news for healthcare
'There are powerful forces that will require us to innovate'

BOSTON | May 15, 2014

Author, consultant and futurist Ian Morrison served up the opening

keynote at the National Healthcare Innovation Summit on May 14 in

Boston with a large dose of wit. But he delivered a somber message

concerning the urgent need for innovation in healthcare.

"We have to innovate," he told the audience. "We don't have a

choice. We have hit the wall."

The two-day summit, organized by the Healthcare Information and

Management Systems Society, is all about innovation – how to spur

innovation and how to sustain it.

Wendy Everett, CEO of NEHI – Network for Excellence in Health Innovation – and Molly Coye, MD, chief

innovation officer at UCLA, co-chaired the event.

[See also: Innovation event brings new ideas, ROI.]

"We focus on those innovations that have demonstrated value" in pursuit of the Triple Aim – the Triple Aim being

care, health and cost, she explained.

Some of what he's observed about the U.S. healthcare system as he's traveled around the country include:

A move toward both public and private health exchanges for the purchase of health insurance.

The country is learning to live on Medicare, which means reducing costs by 10 to 20 percent. "All the

assets in the old model become liabilities in the new model," he said.

Massive consolidation of hospitals continues with the expectation that there will be 100 to 200 large

regional systems around the country. The accepted view is "you have to be big, and you have to be

integrated," Morrison said, adding the question: "How do you get these behemoths to really innovate?" He

later noted, "More of these large behemoth businesses are willing to take the risks. They are getting into

the health plans."

Employers, who have been purchasers of health insurance for their employees, are showing signs of an

exit. "Every purchaser has become an activist about wellness – some would say 'Stalinist,'" Morrison said.

"There are powerful forces that will require us to innovate," Morrison wrote on his website. "By 2025 a full 20

percent of the population will be over 65. And they will not be the passive stoics of Tom Brokaw's Greatest

Generation. They will be cranky, selfish, self-indulgent baby boomers like me. They will want everything and

sacrifice nothing. Armed with information and attitude they will demand the best that technology can offer. And

technology will oblige. The combination of progress in medical science and information technology holds the

promise of dazzling new interventions that will be incredibly effective and expensive. We will want it all."

[See also: Embracing innovation with 'crazy' ideas.]

Morrison told the innovation summit audience that in the short term, there would be lots of agitation and planning.

He predicted that it would not get serious until 2018.

There are two competing visions for the U.S. healthcare system, he proffered: The Berwickinian Nirvana (named

for Donald Berwick, former CMS Administrator) of the large ACOs that encourage rationalization of the delivery

system and the atomistic view of a consumer armed only with high deductible health plans that will impose

market discipline on providers."

"Those two visions need to be reconciled," he said.

There is so much work left to do that requires innovation. Morrison rattled off a few: clinical integration, health IT

as platform, learning to live on Medicare, managing business model migration, building a culture of quality and

accountability.

"We have the anatomy of an accountable care organization but none of the physiology," he commented.

"When you get in the Triple Aim work, you have to think in different kinds of innovations," Morrison said. "You

have to open your mind. You've got to get serious. I don't think we're going back to the 1970s. The purchasers

have had it; they’re not going to take it anymore."

Bernie Monegain is the Editor of Healthcare IT News. Bernie covers hospitals and IDNs, industry trends and is

responsible for overall coverage decisions.

Bernie Monegain, Editor
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Merle Bushkin •  19 hours ago

". . . you have to think in different kinds of innovations," Morrison said. "You have to open

your mind. You've got to get serious."

Couldn't agree more. The industry's myopic view of healthcare IT is blinding us to the fact

that there is a better way to achieve interoperability -- and it's here, available today, and even

increases provider income! It's called MedKaz®.

MedKaz® is a revolutionary patient-focused personal health record

system. Copies of patient’s complete medical record in all formats from all

their providers, along with patented MedKaz application to manage them,

are stored on patient-owned MedKaz Green Drive® which patient carries

on a keychain, in a wallet or wears. Patient’s records move with the patient, are

immediately available at the point of care anytime, anywhere. Also stores

records for others cared for by MedKaz owner, such as children, elderly

parents or others too ill to care for themselves.

With only two or three clicks, providers can sort, search and access a

patient’s records and, thereby, avoid mistakes and provide better,

coordinated, lower-cost care. (These are only some of the benefits.)

All it takes is the courage and willingness to try something new. We know the "consensus"

approach involving HIEs and provider portals doesn't work. So why not try an approach that

does?

  

• Reply •

Consultant  •  2 hours ago Merle Bushkin

Probably be helpful to know that Mr. Buskin is the developer of MedKaz® and has

applied for a patent on the device.

  

• Reply •

Merle Bushkin  •  an hour ago Consultant

Yes. Our company, Health Record Corporation, developed MedKaz®. This

fact along with my role as Founder & CEO are fully disclosed on our website,

medkaz.com. And yes, It is patented: one patent has been issued, three are

pending. Most importantly, it is an innovative solution that works, and meets

the needs of all parties: patients, providers, payers, employers and

government.
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May 20th @ 2PM ET -- Mobilize Your Patient with Self-Service
Learn how healthcare organizations can successfully leverage mobile
technologies for patient-provider interactions throughout the care continuum
such as pre-registration, billpay, clinical intake, and post-encounter follow-
up activities. LEARN MO RE

5 Steps to Success with Stage 2 Meaningful Use
What does Stage 2 Meaningful Use involve for providers? The simple
answer is that it raises the bar across the board on what it means to
“meaningfully use” an EHR: there are more core measures, new menu
measures, and higher reporting thresholds. In addition, the focus of Stage 2
Meaningful Use shifts away from recording and reporting towards care
coordination and patient engagement. Learn the 5 steps to success here.
LEARN MO RE

Video
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An unfunded EHR mandate for behavioral health: All stick, no carrot
May 13, 2014 | Edmund Billings, MD

Why politics, parity and performance requirements mean behavioral health hospitals should adopt now . MO RE

Rural regions not prepared for telemedicine
May 13, 2014 | Jeff Row e

It's w idely assumed that telemedicine presents a great opportunity to provide healthcare services to rural regions of

the U.S. But a new  report suggests many rural regions might not have the bandw idth required to make optimal use of

it. MO RE

Strategies to maximize patient engagement and retention
May 9, 2014 | Steve Whitehurst

While many healthcare organizations continue to remain focused on w hat happens w hen patients are physically in the

hospital or at a physician's off ice, today's most successful organizations are taking steps to engage patients before,

during and after off ice visits. MO RE

Another day, another breach
May 7, 2014 | Darren Leroux

What the healthcare industry needs to know  about preventing security risk. MO RE
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CIO Spotlight Episode 14: John Halamka, MD

John Halamka, MD offers advice for IT leaders, discusses

privacy and security and talks about his current book,

GeekDoctor: Life as Healthcare CIO.
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